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Blue Angel tyres run more quietly 
Eco-label for low noise emissions and reduced rolling 
resistance 

Just in time to celebrate the eco-label’s 30th anniversary is a relaunch of 
environmentally friendly car tyres bearing the Blue Angel.  Less noise and reduced 
rolling resistance at same safety standard are the requirements to be met by passenger 
car tyres that are awarded the Blue Angel. The OPTIMO 4S series by the Hankook 
company has received this award. “I hope that other tyre manufacturers will follow suit 
and now pay greater attention to health and environmental protection in their 
production processes”, said Dr. Thomas Holzmann, Vice President of the Federal 
Environment Agency. The driving noise that produces the traffic noise so disturbing and 
detrimental to health could be nearly halved if low-noise tyres with the Blue Angel 
gained market presence.  Due to their low rolling resistance, tyres bearing the Blue 
Angel can make additional fuel savings of up to five percent. The Federal Environment 
Agency therefore recommends that car drivers, tyre dealers, as well as purchasers in 
industry, commerce, and the public sector look for the Blue Angel eco-label when buying 
automobile tyres. 

The Blue Angel label for low-noise and fuel-saving tyres has existed since 1997. Noise emissions 
from tyres awarded the eco-label may not exceed 72 decibels (dB(A)). The criteria for award 
also stipulate standards pertaining to rolling resistance and tyre weight.  Other requirements 
include safety-related features of use.  Running performance criteria, such as wet braking and 
hydroplaning resistance, ensure that the tyres in question meet environmental standards as 
well as those of safety that other tyres currently for sale also do. 
Tyre manufacturers who would like to acquire the eco-label for low noise and fuel-saving tyres 
may submit applications to the RAL German Institute for Quality Assurance and e.V., 
(www.ral.de). 
Current news on the Blue Angel eco-label and campaigns running in association with the 30th 
anniversary can be found on the Internet at www.blauer-engel.de. 
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